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Will Hospitals Become the New Vanguard 
in Urban Economic Development?
The importance of hospitals to our quality of life extends well beyond the  

healthcare services they provide. They are also major drivers of economic 

growth. This report expands upon “New Incentives and Opportunities for  

Hospitals to Engage in Local Economic Development,” an article by Kim Zeuli, 

ICIC, published in the Winter 2015 issue of IEDC’s Economic Development Journal 

(Volume 14, Number 1).1 
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Hospitals are particularly important to inner cities. They 
create more inner city jobs than any other sector.2 Hospitals 
have added 190,000 jobs in inner cities since 2003, and they 
are the largest employers in 77 of the largest 100 inner 
cities.3 They also create accessible jobs. Two-thirds of 
healthcare jobs require an Associate’s degree or less.4

A number of these hospitals already engage in robust 
economic development initiatives in their communities. 
Their commitment is motivated by their mission to public 
health and, in an increasingly competitive industry, their 
self-interest in creating conditions that help attract and 
retain employees and increase patient satisfaction. Over 
the last fifteen years, the healthcare field has also explored 
the potential impact of upstream investments, such as 
affordable housing and poverty reduction, which address 
the social determinants of health.

In this issue of Reporting on What Works, we highlight four 
hospitals from across the country that serve as models for 
other institutions that now may be reconsidering their roles 
in their communities in response to these trends and new 
community incentives in the Affordable Care Act. Our focus 
in this report is on hospitals that are implementing local 
purchasing and workforce development programs. It is our 
hope that their efforts will provide guidance and inspiration 
for other hospitals looking to create significant community 
benefits and expand their role as healthcare catalysts.

Bon Secours Hospital:  
Baltimore, Maryland
For decades, Bon Secours has been a strong anchor in 
Baltimore and especially in its distressed West Baltimore 
neighborhood, which was the setting for much of the 
television crime drama The Wire. While the hospital's 
activities link back to its history as a charitable institution 
founded by nuns, the hospital had also found that its 
immediate environment was making it hard to recruit 
top-notch staff.7 More recently, the hospital also began to 
focus more on social determinants of health. According  
to Edward Gerardo, Director of Community Commitment 
and Social Investments at Bon Secours Health System,  
"It's in everybody's best interest to raise the standard of 
living in our communities…. If I'm going to try to keep 
people healthy, I've got to address social determinants.  
The CEO of Bon Secours wants to make sure we're doing 
things to provide people the opportunity to stay healthy."8

As just one illustration of Bon Secours’ community initiatives, 
the hospital spent 12 percent of its total operating expenses 
on community benefits in 2012. By comparison, most 
hospitals in Maryland devote between two percent and six 
percent of their operating expenses to community benefits.9

The hospital’s local spending supports the growth of West 
Baltimore businesses. In 2011, six percent of Bon Secours’ 
total procurement, or $2.4 million, went to 87 suppliers 

Map 1: Bon Secours Hospital and Baltimore’s Inner City 

Source: ICIC; American Community Survey 2007-2011
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located in its West Baltimore neighborhood.10 According  
to a study commissioned by the hospital, that $2.4 million 
generated another $302,568 in indirect economic impact 
through the purchases made by Bon Secours’ local  
vendors from other local companies. 

For the City of Baltimore as a whole, including the West 
Baltimore neighborhood, Bon Secours spent $14.9 million, 
or 37 percent of its total procurement, with 337 local 
suppliers.11 

Like many hospitals, Bon Secours uses national  
purchasing organizations to help obtain favorable pricing. 
However, contracts with such organizations can make it 
difficult to purchase locally. In 2011, about four percent  
of Bon Secours’ procurement dollars went to women or 
minority-owned vendors. Bon Secours decided it made 
good business sense to increase their spending with local, 
minority, and women-owned businesses and worked with 
new diversity vendors to help achieve that goal. 

To find appropriate vendors, the hospital met with local 
diversity councils and other nearby anchors. Eventually, 
Bon Secours had the most success finding new diversity 
vendors by using a database provided by Equifax, which 
allowed the hospital to search within a 10- or 20-mile 
radius for different categories of products and services. 

Bon Secours was able to identify about $2 million that  
it believed could be converted to diversity vendors. If 
successful, that would bring the hospital’s local diversity 
spend up to about nine percent of its total. In the first few 
months of its efforts to shift procurement, the hospital 
increased its local diversity spend to six percent from  
four percent. Now Bon Secours is considering creating its 
own registry on its website to better communicate with  
and reach out to potential vendors.

The University of Texas MD  
Anderson Cancer Center:  
Houston, Texas
In 1989, the State of Texas Historically Underutilized 
Business (HUB) legislation was passed, prompting  
Houston's MD Anderson Cancer Center to initiate a supplier 
diversity program. Eventually, the program evolved to 
include federal contract compliance under the U.S. Small 
Business Administration (SBA) as part of the hospital’s 
government contracts. Marian Nimon, Associate Director 
and Small Business Liaison Officer with MD Anderson, says 

the SBA request provided a "kickstart" to the hospital's 
efforts to use more small vendors. The hospital has 
recognized many benefits to the program: "It helps both  
the hospital with new qualified suppliers as well as sup-
porting the local economy.”12 

Texas defines a HUB as a business that is within defined 
size guidelines and is at least 51 percent minority or 
women-owned.13 By 2013, MD Anderson was doing about 
$93.1 million, or about 8.6 percent, of its total procurement 
spending with HUBs. Other small businesses account  
for approximately another four to five percent of their  
total spend.

MD Anderson uses a variety of strategies to encourage 
HUBs and other small businesses to compete for its 
business. It consistently solicits bids from them, using 
advocacy groups and small business organizations to 
expand its reach, and promotes opportunities at networking 
events outside of MD Anderson. It invites HUBs and other 
small businesses to give presentations showing that they 
have the capacity to do business with the hospital.16

HUBs and other small businesses are provided with 
information about how to do business with the hospital, 
how to get registered as a supplier, and relevant  
contacts within the hospital’s supply chain management 
group. MD Anderson provides on-campus training to  
new, would-be suppliers, detailing the competitive bid  
process and providing information about the needs of 
procurement officials. 

WHAT IS A HISTORICALLY UNDERUTILIZED  
BUSINESS (HUB)? 
To qualify for Texas’s statewide HUB program, a busi-
ness must be a for-profit entity that is based in Texas, 
is at least 51 percent minority, woman or service-
disabled-veteran owned, and falls under SBA-set size 
standards. HUB certification is free and is valid for 
four years. The business is then registered in the 
state’s publicly-searchable HUB Directory, which 
state agencies and other organizations use to find 
potential vendors.14 As of December 3, 2014, there 
were 13,371 HUBs in the directory, which represent 
just over two percent of all Texas establishments.15
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In some areas, MD Anderson has been challenged in 
finding HUBs or other small businesses that can fulfill  
its needs. A breakdown of the hospital’s 2013 spending  
with HUBs17 shows the disparity of spending in different 
procurement categories, and the relative difficulty of 
finding viable HUB vendors: 

j Building construction: $14.1 million, or 24.1 percent  
of total building construction spending

j Special trade construction: $7.7 million, or 14.7 percent 
of total special trade construction spending

j Professional services: $9.7 million, or 66.1 percent of 
total professional services spending

j Other services: $27.6 million, or 11.7 percent of total 
other services spending

j Commodities: $34.1 million, or 4.9 percent of total 
commodities spending

“Our historically underutilized business spend is very 
good,” says Nimon, “but our area of opportunity is narrow. 
MD Anderson is highly specialized as a cancer research 
and treatment center. Most of our pharmaceutical spending 
is on oncology drugs.”18

That means Nimon and her staff have to get creative. 
Furniture is a good example, she says. “Some furnishings 
may be Steelcase, and the manufacturer’s reps must sell 
that brand. But other items such as chairs are more 
accessible.” If she sees no opportunity for a small diverse 
supplier to bid on a high-value item, “maybe there’s an 
opportunity when it comes to delivering it.”19

To help smaller companies develop the capacity to become 
suppliers, MD Anderson also has a mentor-protégé 
program, which pairs HUBs or other small businesses with 
larger, more established suppliers. In the case of Summus 
Industries, a HUB in technology and business services, MD 
Anderson arranged for Cardinal Health, one of the world’s 
largest manufacturers and distributors of medical supplies, 
to become a mentor. Cardinal assisted Summus in revising 
its marketing materials, strategic plan, elevator pitch and 
web site. It also helped Summus change its business model 
and develop a succession plan. To date, more than 35 HUBs 
have participated in MD Anderson’s mentoring program.

Doing business with small, diverse suppliers puts money 
back into the local community, says Nimon, strengthening 
the local tax base and eventually, benefitting the hospital  
as well. Nimon also says that using small, diverse suppliers 
helps the hospital have a portfolio of the most dedicated 

suppliers, which is a must in order to provide for its 
patients. “The smaller suppliers embrace our institution,” 
she says. “They’re not just trying to make commission.”20

Health Careers Collaborative of 
Greater Cincinnati: Cincinnati, OH 
As noted above, hospitals are major employers in their 
cities. However, they don’t always hire residents from  
their surrounding neighborhoods, which is critical to 
economic development, especially when they are located  
in an inner city. Even when anchor organizations have the 
will to hire more local residents, this goal is often difficult 
to achieve. Portions of the local labor force may not have 
the necessary skills for many healthcare positions. 

The Health Careers Collaborative of Greater Cincinnati 
(HCC) seeks to address this challenge. It runs programs 
enabling both current healthcare employees and unem-
ployed workers to earn Associate’s degrees and certificates 
in health-related fields. These programs allow individuals 
access to career tracks that may not have been available  
to them before, and also help alleviate the region's short-
ages of skilled healthcare workers.21 HCC currently  
includes eight partners, including University of Cincinnati 
Academic Health Center (UC Health) and four other  
healthcare organizations that collectively represent half  
the healthcare jobs in the region. A recent analysis shows 
that both the Associate’s program and the certificate 
program provide significant return on investment to the 
participating anchors.

ABOUT THE HEALTH CAREERS COLLABORA-
TIVE OF GREATER CINCINNATI (HCC):  
HCC was initially started in 2003 by a hospital and two 
universities to strengthen workforce training in the 
health industry, and has since grown into an employer-
led partnership that now includes five hospitals and 
healthcare organizations in Cincinnati: University of 
Cincinnati (UC) Health, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital 
Medical Center, TriHealth, Mercy Health, and Home 
Care by Black Stone. The employers partner with local 
community colleges and universities to provide the 
training. The hospitals annually provide $1 million in 
funding to HCC, and it also is funded by grants from 
the Department of Labor, Employment & Training 
Administration American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act (ARRA), the Greater Cincinnati Workforce 
Network, and the United Way of Greater Cincinnati.22
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Ninety employees participated in HCC’s degree programs 
between 2005 and 2013, at a cost to their sponsoring 
institutions of approximately $1.82 million.23 These costs 
were primarily for tuition and for filling open positions 
when participants were able to move ahead in their 
careers. The program benefits totaled approximately  
$2.04 million, mostly in decreased recruitment costs.24

HCC’s certificate training program had even more dramatic 
results. Between 2005 and 2010, 525 people completed the 
program. The net cost per person was $102, but the net 
benefit was $4,869, mostly because of lower turnover and 
recruitment costs. The total benefit, across the program, 
was $2.6 million. That does not include other ancillary 
benefits, which HCC’s members believe are substantial: 
improved job performance among participants, increased 
diversity, and progress toward the hospitals’ community 
service mission.25 

The collaborative has embraced a number of innovative 
tactics to ensure that students who enter the certification 
and degree programs are able to complete them. Before 
enrollment, employees are screened and tutored to make 
sure they’re adequately prepared to tackle academic 
coursework. The employers pre-pay tuition, so employees 
don’t have to carry the costs of tuition while they’re waiting 
for reimbursement. Also, participants get bumped to the 
top of waitlists for clinical requirements, which generally 
have a one- to two- term wait. That increases retention  
in the program and encourages students to finish.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Medical 
Campus: Los Angeles, CA
Communities that are building a new hospital have the 
opportunity to be intentional about the role of that new 
anchor in their community. 

The reopening of Martin Luther King, Jr. Medical Campus in 
Los Angeles was one such instance. The hospital, first built 
after the race riots of 1969, had long been seen as a 
community-focused institution. Unfortunately, by the 1990s, 
it had a reputation for substandard care, and it appeared 
that the hospital would have to be shut down. 

Fortunately, county supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas 
recognized the importance of the hospital to the commu-
nity, says Carolyn Hull, Executive Director at Los Angeles 
County Economic Development Corporation / L.A. PLAN.  
“He saw that even if the hospital came back and were 

redeveloped, it would be a failure if the community couldn’t 
participate in the new economic development that would  
be created.”26 By 2010, a master plan for the area and a 
technical assistance report had been completed, but,  
says Hull, “There was no road map for how this would  
be implemented.” 

To help bring its plans to reality, the hospital working group 
turned to ICIC. ICIC applied its anchor institution strategic 
framework to analyze opportunities for the hospital to 
invest in its community. Key stakeholders were convened  
to develop a shared understanding of priority projects and 
ICIC developed an implementation plan that included  
priorities for workforce development and local purchasing 
to support small business growth. The plan is still in its 
first phase – Hull points out that it’s hard to decide on a 
detailed procurement strategy, for example, when the 
hospital has yet to hire procurement officers. 

In workforce development, the first step was to create a 
working group and to select an employer champion (this 
was accomplished when the hospital recently hired a head 
of human resources). The hospital will examine each 
occupation that could potentially be included, identifying 
participating employers and potential funders. The hospital 
will also identify community organizations to assist in 
training and to develop a curriculum for each occupation.

Map 2: Martin Luther King, Jr. Medical Campus and the 
Inner City of Los Angeles

Source: ICIC; American Community Survey 2007-2011
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In purchasing, the hospital has agreed to work closely with 
other local institutions, convening procurement task forces 
made up of representatives from each. By looking at the 
experience of other institutions and finding categories of 
spending in which group purchasing organizations are less 
dominant, the task force should be able to identify a short 
list of target categories in which it would make sense to try 
to purchase locally, and to identify high-potential suppliers 
in each of those categories. It can then develop supplier 
support and development programs that will be ready when 
the hospital’s spending ramps up.

Conclusion
Across the country, innovative hospitals are taking  
new approaches to the creation of community benefits,  
spurring economic growth and helping to create healthy 
communities with a variety of initiatives. In some cases, 
that means imagining a new medical campus with an eye 
toward creating shared economic opportunity. In others,  
it’s about innovations that make workforce development 
programs more appealing and more successful, or about 
committing institutional purchasing dollars more mindfully. 

In all cases, these groundbreaking institutions are redefin-
ing their roles as healthcare providers. By making valuable 
and long-lasting contributions to the social, economic, and 
physical health of their neighborhoods, they’re helping to 
ensure their own economic futures, as well as the health  
of their communities. 

OCTOBER 2015

ABOUT ICIC
ICIC is a national, nonprofit research and advisory  
organization founded in1994 by Harvard Business School 
Professor Michael Porter. ICIC’s mission is to drive  
economic prosperity in America’s inner cities through 
private sector investment that leads to jobs, income and 
wealth creation for local residents.
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